Subject: [DIDP] Request for WDPRS and Compliance Details relating to Core (#15)

Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 7:55:42 PM Pacific Standard Time

From: Garth Bruen

To: didp@icann.org <didp@icann.org>

Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following in reference to the WDPRS tickets and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar Core(#15), including dates, concerning the listed tickets.

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning the listed tickets.

3. Correspondence from Registrar Core to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar Core showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning the listed tickets.

4. DNS records indicating status changes in the zone files, with date of changes, for the domains cited in the listed tickets

5. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the listed tickets especially the documented reasoning why Core was not issued a breach notice for failing to respond to the listed tickets.

Tickets in question:
de1dce636e3ead51beaca43b328425c4e6dc12ff regarding the domain finasterid-1mg[DOT]com at the Registrar core
c32537b9328f443f2710872957897b805c51fdd0 regarding the domain tadalafil20mg[DOT]com at the Registrar core
85f373d1204cfa78ba1444c5f6bceeb75890ca30f regarding the domain tadalafil-20mg[DOT]com at the Registrar core

Thank you

---------------------------------------------------------------

Garth Bruen
Subject: [DIDP] Request for WDPRS and Compliance Details relating to Internet.bs (#814)
Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 7:55:42 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Garth Bruen
To: didp@icann.org <didp@icann.org>

Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following in reference to the WDPRS ticket and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar Internet.bs (#814), including dates, concerning the ticket 6fa41d93452f769d933df57864000047fbadbfcb regarding the domain yoursupportmed[DOT]com

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning the ticket 6fa41d93452f769d933df57864000047fbadbfcb regarding the domain yoursupportmed[DOT]com

3. Correspondence from Registrar Internet.bs to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar Internet.bs showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning the ticket 6fa41d93452f769d933df57864000047fbadbfcb regarding the domain yoursupportmed[DOT]com

4. DNS records indicating status changes in the zone files, with date of changes, concerning the ticket 6fa41d93452f769d933df57864000047fbadbfcb regarding the domain yoursupportmed[DOT]com

5. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the ticket 6fa41d93452f769d933df57864000047fbadbfcb regarding the domain yoursupportmed[DOT]com

Thank you

---------------------------------------------

Garth Bruen
Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following in reference to the WDPRS ticket and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar Moniker(#228), including dates, concerning the ticket 153e760e8896aa4dc0ae90a25ed4d0f186a0f790 regarding the domain antiimpotencedrugs[DOT]com

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning the ticket 153e760e8896aa4dc0ae90a25ed4d0f186a0f790 regarding the domain antiimpotencedrugs[DOT]com

3. Correspondence from Registrar Moniker to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar Moniker showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning the ticket 153e760e8896aa4dc0ae90a25ed4d0f186a0f790 regarding the domain antiimpotencedrugs[DOT]com

4. DNS records indicating status changes in the zone files, with date of changes, concerning the ticket 153e760e8896aa4dc0ae90a25ed4d0f186a0f790 regarding the domain antiimpotencedrugs[DOT]com

5. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the ticket 153e760e8896aa4dc0ae90a25ed4d0f186a0f790 regarding the domain antiimpotencedrugs[DOT]com especially the documented rationale for not issuing a breach notice to Moniker for failing to respond to the ticket in question.

Thank you

--------------------------------------------------------

Garth Bruen
Subject: [DIDP] Request for WDPRS and Compliance Details relating to OnlineNIC(#82)
Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 7:55:42 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Garth Bruen
To: didp@icann.org <didp@icann.org>

Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following in reference to the WDPRS ticket and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar OnlineNIC (#82), including dates, concerning the ticket da43a5cc2868638e19de3f1b731c9f683d2b702c regarding the domain trustedtab[DOT]com

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning the ticket da43a5cc2868638e19de3f1b731c9f683d2b702c regarding the domain trustedtab[DOT]com

3. Correspondence from Registrar OnlineNIC to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar OnlineNIC showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning the ticket da43a5cc2868638e19de3f1b731c9f683d2b702c regarding the domain trustedtab[DOT]com

4. DNS records indicating status changes in the zone files, with date of changes, concerning the ticket da43a5cc2868638e19de3f1b731c9f683d2b702c regarding the domain trustedtab[DOT]com

5. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the ticket da43a5cc2868638e19de3f1b731c9f683d2b702c regarding the domain trustedtab[DOT]com

6. In particular please supply the verification given to ICANN by OnlineNIC in reference to ticket da43a5cc2868638e19de3f1b731c9f683d2b702c

Thank you

-------------------------------------

Garth Bruen
Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following in reference to the WDPRS ticket and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar Center for Ukrainian names (#1436), including dates, concerning the ticket 1d9b83b3bf2dc71539d919c073337a0c6eddf3e regarding the domain bigpharmacy[DOT]net

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning the ticket 1d9b83b3bf2dc71539d919c073337a0c6eddf3e regarding the domain bigpharmacy[DOT]net

3. Correspondence from Registrar Center for Ukrainian names to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar center for Ukrainian names showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning the ticket 1d9b83b3bf2dc71539d919c073337a0c6eddf3e regarding the domain bigpharmacy[DOT]net

4. DNS records indicating status changes in the zone files, with date of changes, concerning the ticket 1d9b83b3bf2dc71539d919c073337a0c6eddf3e regarding the domain bigpharmacy[DOT]net

5. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the ticket 1d9b83b3bf2dc71539d919c073337a0c6eddf3e regarding the domain bigpharmacy[DOT]net

Thank you

----------------------------------

Garth Bruen
Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following in reference to the WDPRS ticket and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar Net 4 India Limited (#1007), including dates, concerning the ticket cd18afedade64ec115ef8c545d4b0f10e9a2ee1f regarding the domain cheaprxsale[DOT]com

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning the ticket cd18afedade64ec115ef8c545d4b0f10e9a2ee1f regarding the domain cheaprxsale[DOT]com

3. Correspondence from Registrar Net 4 India Limited to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar Net 4 India Limited showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning the ticket cd18afedade64ec115ef8c545d4b0f10e9a2ee1f regarding the domain cheaprxsale[DOT]com

4. DNS records indicating status changes in the zone files, with date of changes, concerning the ticket cd18afedade64ec115ef8c545d4b0f10e9a2ee1f regarding the domain cheaprxsale[DOT]com

5. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the ticket cd18afedade64ec115ef8c545d4b0f10e9a2ee1f regarding the domain cheaprxsale[DOT]com

Thank you

-----------------------------------

Garth Bruen
Subject: [DIDP] Request for WDPRS and Compliance Details relating to BizCn (#471)

Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 7:55:42 PM Pacific Standard Time

From: Garth Bruen
To: didp@icann.org <didp@icann.org>

Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following documents in reference to the WDPRS tickets and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar BizCn (#471), including dates, concerning the tickets listed.

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning the tickets listed.

3. Correspondence from Registrar BizCn to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar BizCn showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning the tickets listed.

4. DNS records indicating status changes in the zone files, with date of changes, for the domains cited in the listed tickets especially for ticket 3e3b234ef77eff32e148a1ae348c9494cf976e87

5. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the listed tickets specifically the documented rationale for not issuing a breach notice to BizCn for failing to respond to tickets 5340ee7ff2645f93593e777f5e0a204d14ece57a, 6c60585aec0b64805058c9f5f3672bdebacec518, 2d0e6b30993294726de1152116006f1e20b7ef48, 6babbfe2f70c2178585d91e9fb07b4a8b90eee28, cf1f4847276823b261da8f83b6e73d97a3530fb5, and 61c71217007dc4de227d0a39157ef7f299b61144

6. In particular please supply the verification given to ICANN by BizCn in reference to ticket c6e6d0835dbd4112636fceb7d8c5c1a2774cabe

Tickets in question:
5340ee7ff2645f93593e777f5e0a204d14ece57a regarding the domain 37d99c2[DOT]com
6c60585aec0b64805058c9f5f3672bdebacec518 regarding the domain 010d315[DOT]com
2d0e6b30993294726de1152116006f1e20b7ef48 regarding the domain aa85144[DOT]com
6babbfe2f70c2178585d91e9fb07b4a8b90eee28 regarding the domain 21be3f1[DOT]com
cf1f4847276823b261da8f83b6e73d97a3530fb5 regarding the domain da13b47[DOT]com
3e3b234ef77eff32e148a1ae348c9494cf976e87 regarding the domain 0fc6d6d[DOT]com
61c71217007dc4de227d0a39157ef7f299b61144 regarding the domain 8b007a8[DOT]com
c391cc2eb8b72895907d20c1675e0e17b5998553 regarding the domain 636343b[DOT]com
f4065186eae4186e06f2e807ead8e1e0e7a02bd7 regarding the domain erectile-dysfunction-d[DOT]com
c4f0345e642ab0a3f5029d16c5b3ff02ba064a8e regarding the domain mycialisrx[DOT]com
c6e6d0835bdbc4112636fceb7d8c5c1a27744cabe regarding the domain approvedonlinepharmacy[DOT]net

Thank you

----------------------------------------

Garth Bruen
Subject: [DIDP] Request for WDPRS and Compliance Details relating to URL Solutions/Panamanames (#1449)

Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 7:55:42 PM Pacific Standard Time

From: Garth Bruen

To: didp@icann.org <didp@icann.org>

Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following in reference to the WDPRS tickets and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar URL Solutions/Panamanames (#1449), including dates, concerning the listed tickets.

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning listed tickets.

3. Correspondence from Registrar URL Solutions to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar URL Solutions showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning listed tickets.

4. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the listed tickets

Tickets in question:
610ffdf30816d0da7ddec84af3f14549e27fcaff2 regarding the domain hepillsw[DOT]com
cb5b700f94dc00150e9cb5d9cecb21fd73bf06 regarding the domain lipillsw[DOT]com
cde396da375ad6f6ff6f6d6e571b3084d191d19 regarding the domain nepillsw[DOT]com
bb575b3c4241a38522887be30e44f7a0c026252a regarding the domain pipillsw[DOT]com
8773b2ad2ad2f51a1a06b50cb68cf7358b27d42aaa regarding the domain ppillsw[DOT]com
9e0b313ccfa19055ff7a6539ca9edf3c8f5be265 regarding the domain prpillsw[DOT]com
f7a59bf9345e495e48722c061399e09e881f4dc regarding the domain sopillsw[DOT]com
72261eb7a7c3108394757888b635214478b49d65 regarding the domain supillsw[DOT]com

Thank you

-------------------------------------

Garth Bruen
Hello,

Under the terms of the DIDP program I am requesting the following in reference to the WDPRS tickets and process as listed below.

1. Correspondence from ICANN, manual and automatic, to Registrar PT Ardh Global Indonesia (#1503), including dates, concerning listed tickets.

2. Ticket details including notes entered by staff as well as system generated logs, including dates, concerning listed tickets.

3. Correspondence from Registrar PT Ardh Global Indonesia to ICANN, including dates, detailing inquiry results as provided by Registrar PT Ardh Global Indonesia showing contact attempts via email, phone, postal mail to the registrant concerning listed tickets.

4. DNS records indicating status changes in the zone files, with date of changes, for the domains cited in the listed tickets.

5. ICANN internal communications and memos concerning the listed tickets.

Tickets in question:
8e6ba78e65c5c4081e52c7b4b6dbdb6b6a062fe31 regarding the domain kndoctor[DOT]com
9271d9fa0e61bc51c66af24fadbfde37fca9ac5b regarding the domain doctorep[DOT]com
258a1ace1f9f60dd0a5b8810c38e345b56ee44ff regarding the domain doctorhs[DOT]com
0fe769af9d3d064966928f97a0b5a77b8e2be00e7 regarding the domain pillswti[DOT]com

Thank you

--------------------------------------------------

Garth Bruen